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Environmental impact:
- No carbon emissions
- No need for fossil fuel 

extraction
- Decrease of sound 

pollution
- Corporate social 

responsibility

Financial impact:
- Decreased labour 

hours, training and 
recruitment

- Decrease in transport 
costs

- Decrease in transport 
time

Social impact:
- Accessibility (remote 

locations & disabled 
individuals)

- Advancement of human 
centric infrastructure

- Skilled labour workforce 
integration

MOTIVATIONS



BUT

PROBLEM STATEMENT

Ø Capacity : Payload up to 200kg with a range up to 250km

Ø Potential applications: Urban Air Mobility, Surveillance, Defence, Deliveries etc.

Ø Drone flights based on manual operation is not sustainable

Ø A skilled pilot is required for each flight

Ø Large numbers of UAVs flying in a big port increase the risk of mid-air
collision.
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Commercial 
Integration

TECHNOLOGY 
DEVELOPMENT

LEGISLATIVE 
DEVELOPMENT

INVESTMENT 
RETURN 

GUARANTEE

CIVIC 
INTEGRATION



INVESTMENT RETURN GUARANTEE

Business sustainability necessitates:
Ø demonstrably decreased labour costs

air mobility v traditional practices
Ø increase in net profit

time / fuel / vehicle maintenance / LAQ emission related charges
Ø low risk procedures

risk to product and risk to humans
Ø public acceptance

welcoming new products and services

Generating commercial interest and attracting investments into:
Ø technological development
Ø creation of a traffic management system
Ø promotion of new technology
Ø public familiarisation



A robust system that will be able to:
Ø autonomously define optimum routes for UAVs
Ø distribute biologically inspired decision-making approaches
Ø determine optimal routes
Ø detect obstacles
Ø reconfigure automatically

Key element for the dynamic reconfiguration is the fact that the algorithms are
running on a powerful server and real-time communication is enable by 5G
and even 6G connectivity.

TECHNOLOGICAL DEVELOPMENT

Ø SAFIR-Med is realizing an integrated value chain spanning process
flow.
Ø HUSI, along with partners, is creating a drone swarm with group
processing capabilities
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SMOOTH 
INTEGRATION
GUARANTEE

Legislative Standardisation

Promotion of Public Acceptance

UAV Specific Air Traffic Control Systems

Standardised Occupational Training



THANK YOU FOR YOUR ATTENTION

ANY QUESTIONS?


